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a b s t r a c t

There are many web information management methods and techniques that help search engines and
news services to provide useful suggestions with respect to queries, thus facilitating the users’ search.
However, the penetration of microblogging services in our daily life demands to also consider social
sphere as far as query suggestion is concerned. Towards this direction, we introduce an algorithmic
approach capable of creating a dynamic query suggestion set, which consist of the most viral and trendy
Twitter Entities (that is hashtags, user mentions and URLs) with respect to a user's query. For evaluation
purposes, we firstly compare the results derived from two case studies, against the suggestions of
popular services like Google News, Yahoo! News, Bing News, and Reuters. In addition we further
evaluate our approach with subjective user ratings against Google Trends service. Finally, we provide
comparative results that clearly show that our proposal outperforms other methods and baselines in the
respective literature.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction – motivation and research contribution

Microblogging – a “light”, rather live, version of blogging – is
considered to be one of the most recent social raising issues on the
Internet, being one of the key concepts that brought Social Web to the
broad public. The main characteristic of microblogging is the fact that
posts are produced almost in real-time and are strictly limited to a
specific and rather small amount of characters, such as short
sentences, term concatenation or tinyURLs1 that point to hyperlinks
with web and/or even multimedia content. It comprises many very
brief updates that are presented to the microblog's readers in reverse-
chronological order. Motivated by its increasing popularity, among
many microblogging services we focus herein on the Twitter2 social
network, where microblogs are known as tweets.

In web information retrieval, the effectiveness of search engines
strongly depends on whether users can express their information
needs through the terms they submit. However, submitting queries

is not an easy task. Queries are short, not written in natural
language, and –mostly – their terms are ambiguous. Many proposed
methods offer meaningful query suggestions, usually by employing
knowledge extraction methods from browsing history records or
search logs. However, very few consider time as an important
parameter related to the actual meaning of a query term. Thus, in
this work, we do not tackle query suggestion in the traditional way,
but we provide time-aware suggestions according to the most viral
terms that appear in Twitter along with the user's query.

In other words, the main contribution of this work is the
effective suggestion of microblogging social content (called here-
after as Twitter Entity/Entities – TE/TEs) that manage to become viral
in time, given a user query; the more viral the social content is, the
more relevant are the suggestions. Our ultimate goal is to provide
users a way to enter any type of query and retrieve accurate,
relevant and popular (viral) Twitter Entities suggestions that would
semantically “fit” to their information needs. In order to measure
virality, we extend the capture–recapture methodology, which is
mainly used for estimating population properties (e.g., birth/survi-
val rates) in real-life biological experimentations; in our work, the
concept of virality in social content is considered equal to surviva-
bility in animal populations under study. The concept of social
content on the other hand is directly related to Twitter Entities
(hashtags (#), user mentions (@) and URLs) and should not be
related with named entities or Wikipedia concepts as considered in
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most papers in the related literature of text mining and information
retrieval3 (e.g., see the work described in [20]).

It is rather true that research works on microblog posts analysis
and extraction of meaningful information from them in a (semi-)
automated manner have been considered recently in the literature, yet
we have reason to believe these approaches are quite different to ours.
As the interested reader will see within next Section 2 of this
manuscript, related research on query suggestion [15] is highly related
with query expansion [14] query substitution, query recommendation
or query refinement tasks. In this work, we deviate from the
traditional query suggestion proposals in a sense that users have their
queries expanded directly from Twittersphere,4 and without having
their queries or browsing history processed by search engines. In
addition, another important difference against related query sugges-
tion techniques, focused on web search and the real-time variant of
the problem at hand, is the narrow time frame considered herein in
which suggestions have maximal impact. For this work we were extra
motivated by the facts that (a) microblogging social content annota-
tion is provided directly in real-time by users worldwide and (b) the
more this annotation becomes important or so-called “viral”, the more
semantically related it becomes with a recent trend, top news,
thematic categorization, etc.

The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. In the next
section, we provide an overview over the literature within the
query suggestion field, emphasizing on related works within the
social sphere. Section 3 provides an overview of the methodology
we use, as well as the basic steps of our proposed query suggestion
method. In Section 4 – and in order to clearly show how our query
suggestion expansion mechanism works – we describe the results
of two real-life scenarios (case studies) that lasted more than a
week within January 2014. In addition, we evaluate our results
against four famous Internet commercial news services (Google
News, Yahoo! News, Bing News, and Reuters). In Section 5 we
further evaluate our approach by subjective comparisons with
respect to Google Hot Trends service, as well as against a cluster
labeling and a microblog retrieval task for a time span of one
month (May 9, 2014–June 9, 2014), providing comparative results.
Finally, in Section 6 we conclude this work by highlighting its main
outcomes, and describing in parallel our future directions based on
the experiences we faced.

2. Works on related information search and retrieval tasks

Given the fact that microblogging is increasingly popular, several
research methods for organizing and providing access to microblog
data have been emerged on this topic since the last few years. In this
section, we provide an overview over microblog-related information
retrieval research works focusing on the field of query suggestion.

2.1. Information search and retrieval in microblogs

In general, the social sphere consists of the so-called tweets or
microblogging posts [5], where the large amount of real-time tweets
per day is highly attractive for information retrieval research. Within
the social sphere context query suggestions must be in real-time, i.e.,
results need to be temporally relevant and timely [15]. Now,microblogs
form a rather special category of user-generated data: they typically
contain twomajor characteristics that seriously affect linguistic analysis
techniques, namely: (a) they contain strong vernacular (acronyms,
spelling changes, etc.) and (b) they do not include any memorable

repetition of words. More specifically, Massoudi et al. in [14] studied a
Twitter-based retrieval model by considering the model with textual
quality and Twitter specific quality indicators. Naveed et al. [16]
combined document length normalization in a retrieval model to
resolve short texts sparsity in the case of tweets. Motivated by the
observation that in a typical microblog user tends to retrieve mean-
ingful information through queries formulation, researchers focus on
each post's characteristic features [8], whose quantitative evaluation
could potentially affect the way in which the relevance between the
user query and its returned results may be calculated. Even TREC 2011
introduced the Microblog Track which addressed one single pilot task,
entitled “real-time search task”, where the user wished to see the most
recent but relevant information to the query (e.g., [17]). A first step
towards this direction is discussed in [22], where Tao et al. identify two
feature categories, i.e., features related or not to the user query.

The fact that microblog posts contain hashtags is also exploited
in the literature in the direction of acquiring information that the
user “is not aware of” and formulate queries that the user “does
not know how to express” (e.g., [4]). In a representative approach
[5] and given a query, Efron attempts to statistically identify a
number of hashtags relevant to the given query, that may be used
to expand it and lead to better results. Even in our own previous
work [2], we proposed the utilization of hashtags as the main
source of information acquisition, by searching the specific query
terms within microblog posts under the condition that the former
need to appear as hashtags; then, we calculated the most common
hashtags that co-occur together with the original query, and, thus,
expanded the query with the new hashtags. Last but not least, the
observation that microblog posts are created during an actual
event and contain comments and/or information directly related
to it leads to event detection research efforts [18] based on posts
and/or hashtags.

2.2. Query manipulation works

Typical microblog query manipulation research problems include
both query analysis and expansion and query suggestion approaches.
Still, there are also some distinctive differences between the two. A
query expansion task is typically used transparently to the end-user
and internally within a search engine mechanism, whereas a query
suggestion is exposed to its end-users and therefore can use additional
explicit information to its aid. In this manner, Bandyopadhyay et al. [3]
attempt to improve weak ad-hoc queries through a process they call
“web assistance”, by exploring standard query expansion approaches
and utilizing external corpora as a source for the query expansion
terms, namely pages derived from the Web and their titles. Efron [5]
showed that for a Twitter microblog collection, hashtags may be
predicted using query expansion techniques; he proposed restricting
the added query terms to those candidates that are hashtags, stripping
candidates of their leading “#”. In another more recent approach,
Kumar and Carterette [10] take into account the fact that most existing
models for Information Retrieval do not take the very important time
aspect into account and focus on Twitter search models; they utilize
time-based feedback and a simple query expansion by using highly
frequent terms in top tweets as their expanded terms. In another
detailed approach by Massoudi et al. [14], authors propose an efficient
dynamic query expansion model for microblog post-retrieval, utilizing
a language modeling approach to search microblog posts by incorpor-
ating query expansion and certain “quality indicators” during match-
ing. The latter is very interesting since several typical microblog
characteristics may be exploited as quality indicators, such as temporal
[12] or topological ones.

In the case of actual query suggestion tasks though, the problem at
hand becomes slightly different and its complexity increases as all
current major web-search engines and most proposed methods that
suggest queries rely solely on search engine query logs to determine

3 Thus, it should be clear that whenever we mention the term “entity” in the
manuscript, we refer to Twitter Entity/Entities (TE/TEs), unless otherwise explicitly
stated.

4 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/Twittersphere.
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their possible query suggestions. Although there are some research
works on the topic in general, the consideration of the very important
temporal parameter is rarely tackled, due to the fact that it is
considered much more difficult to effectively suggest relevant queries
to a recent search query, which has absolutely none or very few
historical evidences in the aforementioned type of query logs. In this
manner, Li et al. [13] introduce the notion of fresh queries, trying to
offer an effective query suggestion methodology for fresh search
queries, but they utilize word frequency statistics to extract a set of
ordered candidate words for suggestions and not the most common
Twitter Entities (namely: hashtags (#), mentions (@) and links)
appeared in tweets, as we propose in this work. Moreover, other
recent attempts like [7] implement empirical evaluations on a selected
Twitter dataset in comparison to crawled hot queries published by
Google Trends for a given period of time, in a manner similar to the
herein proposed approach. Finally, Mishne et al. [15] present the
architecture behind Twitter's real-time related query suggestion and
spelling correction service, as a case study illustrating the challenges of
real-time data processing in the era of “big data” and argue that query
expansion termsmay be considered explicitly controlled by the user in
an early form of query suggestion.

3. Proposed query suggestion mechanism

Having discussed most of related research works in the field, in this
section we present the basic aspects of our proposed methodology.
The microblogging service used in this work is Twitter. Thus, herein
discussed Query Suggestion is based on the most common Twitter
Entities – TEs, namely hashtags (#), mentions (@), as well as the links
appeared in Tweets. Hashtags are unique or concatenated terms (or
even phrases) prefixed with the symbol “#”. This type of information
is widely used in Twitter when users want either to emphasize a term/
phrase or intend to semantically annotate the tweeted information.
Thus, if a hashtag becomes extremely popular, it will appear in the
“Trending Topics” area of a user's account. There are no strict syntactic
rules (apart from the concatenated form in subsequent terms), so
users may post any term that best represents a concept according to
their opinion, knowledge or way of expression. A mention (@) points
to an active Twitter user (or active Twitter account), thus considered as
an entity that describes content referring to a person, an organization,
a community etc., who or which is able to act as an individual actor
inside the Twittersphere. Finally, links as Twitter Entities provide to
users the ability to relate their tweet with a web page, a photo or even
with a short video message. In order to keep the restrictions of 140
characters per Tweet, Twitter uses a specific service that shortens the
hyperlinks to 22 characters (tiny URLs).

Our proposed Query Suggestion mechanism is two-fold. At first,
we measure the virality (or survivability in our model) of the
suggested TEs within a specific time and given a user's query, thus
forming a cluster of candidate suggested terms for the Query Sugges-
tion Set (Section 3.1). Then, among the suggested TEs, we calculate
their ranking order (Section 3.2). Upon describing these issues, we also
provide a specific example in order to better illustrate the way time-
based virality is calculated.

3.1. Survivability factor – clustering suggested terms

Prior to describing our methodology, we need to introduce the
framework of capture–recapture experiments,5 which are used mainly
in wildlife biological studies [9,19,21]. In these experiments, animals,
birds, fish or insects (subjects of investigation) are captured, marked
and then released. If a marked individual is captured on a subsequent

trapping occasion, then it is mentioned as a “recaptured” instance. The
amount of the marked and recaptured individuals, can lead to an
estimation of the total population size, as well as the birth, death and
survival rate of each species under study. In our methodology we
specifically employ the Pollock's Robust Design model for clustering
the candidate suggested terms (TEs in our case) that consist of the
Query Suggestion Set. The Pollock's Robust Design model helps us to
calculate the survivability factor (also called survival probability – φ),
which creates the cluster of the candidate suggested terms. In our
paradigm, social content dynamics are considered analogous to the
above population dynamics. More specifically, a birth is the appear-
ance of a new Twitter Entity, while high survivability rates in these
entities reflect high levels of virality.

To further elaborate on this aspect, the methodology of capture–
recapture in real-life experimentations is briefly presented in the
following: the sampling process is divided into k primary sampling
periods, each of them consisting of l secondary sampling periods. At
this point we have the distinction of the “open” and “close” model. In
the first case, we assume that we can have births, deaths and/or
migration incidents within the population under study, while in the
latter the population and its evolution sustains constant. In our model,
we consider the “open” model among primary sampling periods and
the “close” model among secondary sampling periods [9,19,21]. The
basic measurements are conducted during a secondary sampling
period, where a set of different individuals is trapped. Then these
individuals are marked – keeping in parallel a history record of them –

and then are released back to their environment. After a specific time
interval, the second secondary sampling period occurs and so forth
until the end of the last l secondary sampling period. Secondary
periods are near and quite short in time, while trapping occasions are
instantaneous for assuming that the population under study is closed.
However, longer time intervals between primary sampling periods are
desirable so evolution events can occur (e.g., survival, movement, and
growth).

Now, in our paradigm, the trapping occasions correspond to the
query term (seed) we want to extend. Primary sampling periods
consist of 16 secondary sampling occasions. In each of these 16 distinct
samplings we capture and mark some entities under a probability
value p. This probability value is the proportion of marked or total
marked and unmarked Twitter Entities that are captured during a
sampling occasion, thus ensuring that all secondary samplings are
conducted in a “close” pool of instances and under the basic principle
of the Pollock's model. Then by investigating the recaptured instances,
we calculate the survival probability of the examined entity according
to Eq. (1), where (Mi�mi) defines the marked entities not captured
during the ith sampling period, while Ri are the entities captured at
the ith period, marked, and then released for possible recapture in
future samplings. Moreover,Mi is the number of marked entities in the
population at the time where the ith sample is collected (i¼1, 2,…, k;
M1¼0) and mi stands as the number of the marked Twitter Entities
captured in the same sample.

~φi ¼
~Miþ1

~Mi�miþRi
ð1Þ

Fig. 1 highlights the basic structure of the capture–recapture model we
follow. More specifically, the red boxes correspond to a primary
sampling period, which is divided in 16 secondary sampling periods
(blue boxes) and each one last for 1 min. As mentioned above,
secondary sampling periods are quite important for our methodology
since we can measure how viral a TE is. Now, in order to get a clear
insight on how the algorithm works, let us see all involved steps with
an example. We assume that the user wants to have some suggestions
next to the initial query term “Schumacher”.

As the flowchart of Fig. 2 depicts, during every separate minute after
the system receives the query “Schumacher” (also called seed term), we5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_and_recapture.
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fetch through the Twitter API all related tweets that contain this specific
term. Then, from these tweets, we extract all Twitter Entities (hashtags,
mentions and links) and finally we select some of them according to the
proportion ofmarked recaptured versus the unmarked captured Twitter
Entities during subsequent sampling occasions (in this example the first
value between the 1st and the 2nd secondary period was measured
close to p¼6.25%. As a result, the more a marked TE manages to appear

again and again in the 16 subsequent samplings, the more viral is
considered and becomes a strong candidate for suggested term. On the
contrary, the fewer times a TE appears within the short-time subse-
quent sampling occasions, the less viral and important is considered
and eventually will be ignored as suggested term. Finally, upon
completion of the first primary sampling period, we select the top-k%
TEs (in this example k¼10) that managed to appear in most of the 16

Start of 1st

primary. 

16 min 

End of 1st

primary. 
2h and 44min 

....

Start of 2nd

primary 
End of 2nd

primary 

16 min 

Start of 1st

secondary 

Start of 8th

primary 
End of 8th

primary 

16 min 

....

… 

16 min 

Start of 16th

secondary 

1min 

 Captured and marked entities 
CLOSE MODEL 

OPEN MODEL 

1 day

Fig. 1. Structure of the conducted capture–recapture experiments (primary/secondary sampling periods).

Seeking Suggested term(s) for “Schumacher”

a) Time slot [0,1] (in minutes):
collect all Tweets that contain the
“Schumacher”

b) Extract all TEs from all Tweets
from (a)

c) Capture and mark some of the
TEs from (b) according top*

1st secondary sampling period
a) Time slot [1,2] (in minutes):
collect all Tweets that contain the
“Schumacher”

b) Extract all TEs from all Tweets
from (a)

c) Capture and mark some of the
TEs from (b) according top*

2nd secondary sampling period

a) Time slot [15,16] (in minutes):
collect all Tweets that contain the
“Schumacher”

b) Extract all TEs from all Tweets
from (a)

c) Capture and mark some of the
TEs from (b) according top*

16th secondary sampling period```

*p: the proportion of marked recaptured versus the 
unmarked captured TEs in subsequent samplings 

Creation of Suggested Query Set

Suggested Term Appearence in
samplings (%)

#getwellsoonmichael 0.94
#f1 0.398
#virus 0 254

a) Select the top-10% survived TEs from
the above samplings according to
Equation 1

b) Create the Network of the top-10%
survived TEs from (a) according to
Equation 5 (see Fig. 3)

#virus 0.254
#michael 0.216
#schumi 0.178
#legend 0.114

Suggested Query provision next to term “Schumacher” 

Query 1 term suggestion 2terms suggestion

schumacher
#getwellsoonmichael -
#getwellsoonmichael #michael
#getwellsoonmichael #f1

schumacher
#f1 -
#f1 #michael
#f1 #schumi
… …

Fig. 2. Flowchart of our proposed algorithm towards Query Suggestion provision with an example.
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separate secondary sampling periods of the first primary sampling
period. These entities reflect a significant trend behavior with respect to
the seed term. Especially the hashtag #getwellsoonmichael presented
the higher survival rate reaching 94% frequency of appearances
(appeared in 15 out of the total 16 samplings of the primary period).
The rest top appearances were measured for #f1, #virus, #michael,
#schumi and#legend, all relatedwith the famous formula 1 driver who
had a serious ski accident on December 29 of 2013 in the French Alpine
resort of Meribel.

We want to stress out here that the capture–recapture paradigm
helps us to not only suggest popular TE, but also to suggest TE that
that remain popular in time. This practically means that we are not so
interested in TE that appear suddenly and then die, but we are
interested in TE that appear and re-appear in many subsequent
sampling occasions. Thus, the concept of virality in this work is
strongly related to survivability as estimated in real-life capture–
recapture experiments.

3.2. Weighting factor – ranking suggested terms

The main scope of the weighting factor is to calculate the weights
of the most trending entities provided from the survivability factor
(above section) and then provide their ranking position towards query
suggestion provision. After having the top-k% most frequent (survived)
entities according to the survivability factor of Eq. (1), we further
calculate their relation of co-appearance within the secondary sam-
pling periods. This is performed by calculating their Twitter Semantic
Weight (TSW) score according to Eq. (2), where ER(ex, ey) defines the
frequency of co-appearance for entities x and y. This actually provide
us a ranking order (higher to lower TSW values) of the coupled Twitter

Entities x and y.

TSWðex; eyÞ ¼
‖ϕiðexÞ‖þ‖ERðex; eyÞ‖

2
ð2Þ

Now, as far as our example is concerned, and as depicted in the
flowchart of Fig. 2, the network that consists of the top-10% survived
TEs according to Eq. (2) is illustrated in Fig. 3. The most frequently
appeared and viral entity is the hashtag “#getwellsoonmichael”

Fig. 3. Network created from the top-10% survived TEs for the example provided in Section 3.

Table 1
Top 10%-survived TEs among 16 subsequent samplings of January 13, 2014 –

(a) Egypt, (b) Syria.

Query Suggestion Set Metrics

TE type φi (top-10%)

(a) Seed {Egypt}
egypt_now111 @ 0.881
anticoup # 0.855
kuwait # 0.615
saudi # 0.602
morsi # 0.539
uae # 0.340
sta # 0.168

(b) Seed {Syria}
freethe7 # 0.830
iran # 0.659
iraq # 0.621
Free_Media_Hub @ 0.335
egypt # 0.181
assad # 0.160
un # 0.143
isis # 0.072
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(TSW¼0.448) and as a result it is proposed as the first suggestion term
next to query “Schumacher”, while the second one term suggestion is
“#f1”. Regarding the best two-term suggestion with respect to the
same seed, these are “#getwellsoonmichael_#michael”, as well as
“#getwellsoonmichael_#f1”, having TSW values equal to 0.181 and
0.177, respectively, followed by “#f1_#michael”, “#f1_#schumi” with
TSW equal to 0.084 and 0.082, respectively. The whole network that
shows the relations and the respective weights between survived
entities in the query suggestion set of the Schumacher case, as well as
the query suggestions, are shown in Fig. 3.

We would like to note here that tokenization, topic/word segmen-
tation, as well as further lexical analysis procedures that deal with
breaking a stream of text up into words/phrases are not considered in
this paper and are left for future work; they would be very useful,
mainly for the hashtag entities.

4. Case studies: gaining more insights in the suggested results

In this section, we provide the query suggestion results we
received with respect to two parallel one-term queries we consid-
ered, namely “egypt”, and “syria”. We divide the obtained results in
two separate case studies. Experiments lasted for 8 days (January 8,

2014–January 15, 2014). For each day we conducted 8 primary
sampling periods, while each primary period consisted of 16
secondary sampling periods, according to the modified capture–
recapture model we followed (see Fig. 1 and the rationale of the
flowchart of Fig. 2). In order to provide a thorough representation of
the results, we analyze in detail the results of only one day (January
13th) for all tested cases, and we then summarized them. Finally, we
compare the results derived from our case studies with respect to
the query suggestions of well-known search engines, as well as to a
heavily visited mainstream web media service.

4.1. Query suggestion provision over the case studies

As mentioned before, we aim at providing query suggestions to the
user's submitted term(s) under only the knowledge disseminated
publicly in Twitter, and without having any other access or use of
query logs. As case studies in our experiments, we consider the
political situations in Egypt and Syria, which have a constant interest
for many years worldwide. Taking into account the knowledge we
earned from two other previous work of ours [1,2], we initiated the
results procedure by using “Egypt”, and “Syria” as seeds that corre-
spond to our case studies.

Table 1 presents the entities with the top-k% survivability rate
between 16 subsequent secondary samplings appeared in January
13, 2014, thus highlighting the entities that reflect a significant
trend behavior with respect to the seed term during that day
(k¼10). Unfortunately, none URL appeared as survived entity
among the top-10% population, while only two mention entities
appeared each one for the case of “egypt” and “syria”, respectively.
The reader can see some URLs and mention entities in Appendix
for the cases of Egypt, and Syria, where k is equal to 30% and 20%,
respectively. Entities are depicted in alphabetical order and are
colored differently according to their type (blue-highlighted:
mentions, green-highlighted: hashtags, red-highlighted: URLs).
For example, the entity @egypt_now111 presented the higher
survivability during that day, since it was captured in nearly 88%
of all sampling occasions. Similarly, hashtags #freethe7 presented
the higher survival rates for the Syria case, having a value equal to
83%. All entities that are highlighted in Table 1a as well as Table 1b
form the Query Suggestion Sets for the two cases and derived as a
result of the survivability factor φi as described in Section 3.1.

In conjunction to Table 1, Table 2 depicts some metrics between the
top-3 survived entities and all others that belong to the query suggestion
set. These values are taken for all three cases within the 16 subsequent
sampling periods of January 13, 2014. In the third, fourth and fifth
column of Table 2, we can see the frequency of co-appearances between
entities x and y, as well between the seed term and x, y, respectively. For
example, in the case of Egypt (Table 2a) hashtags #kuwait and #morsi
appeared together in 324 captured tweets, while they co-appeared with
the seed term (egypt) in 596 and 523 tweets, respectively.

Taking into account ER(ex, ey), the algorithm dynamically calculates
the weights according to Eq. (2) and generates the network of related
entities for further query suggestions. Fig. 4a and b depicts these
networks with respect to the cases we investigate. Nodes correspond
to the entities of the query suggestion set (survived entities from the
capture–recapture experiments), while curving edges indicate clock-
wise the direction from a source to the target node and the respective
weight. Networks (layout type: Fruchterman Reingold) are created
with the open graph visualization Gephi tool.

In Appendix, we provide as many results can practically be
depicted for these two cases. As we have mentioned earlier, the
reader can see the query suggestion sets with all entities which
have the top-k% survival rates within the daily capture–recapture
experiments (“egypt”: k¼30%, “syria”: k¼20%).

Table 2
TSW parameters between the top-3 and the rest survived entities (TEs) of the query
suggestion set for January 13, 2014 – (a) Egypt, (b) Syria.

Entity(x) Entity(y) Freq.(x,y) Freq.(seed,x) Freq.(seed,y)

(a) Seed: Egypt
@egypt_now111 #saudi 0 854 584
@egypt_now111 #kuwait 0 854 596
@egypt_now111 #morsi 0 854 523
@egypt_now111 #uae 0 854 330
@egypt_now111 #anticoup 0 854 829
@egypt_now111 #sta 0 854 163
#anticoup #saudi 0 829 584
#anticoup #kuwait 0 829 596
#anticoup @egypt_now111 0 829 854
#anticoup #morsi 32 829 523
#anticoup #uae 0 829 330
#anticoup #sta 0 829 163
#kuwait #saudi 560 596 584
#kuwait @egypt_now111 0 596 854
#kuwait #morsi 324 596 523
#kuwait #uae 227 596 330
#kuwait #anticoup 0 596 829
#kuwait #sta 163 596 163

(b) Seed: Syria
#freethe7 #isis 0 545 47
#freethe7 #egypt 15 545 119
#freethe7 @Free_Media_Hub 0 545 220
#freethe7 #iraq 124 545 408
#freethe7 #iran 220 545 433
#freethe7 #un 183 545 94
#freethe7 #assad 0 545 105
#iran #isis 1 433 47
#iran #egypt 9 433 119
#iran @Free_Media_Hub 0 433 220
#iran #iraq 142 433 408
#iran #freethe7 220 433 545
#iran #un 198 433 94
#iran #assad 0 433 105
#iraq #isis 6 408 47
#iraq #egypt 8 408 119
#iraq @Free_Media_Hub 0 408 220
#iraq #iran 142 408 433
#iraq #freethe7 124 408 545
#iraq #un 141 408 94
#iraq #assad 6 408 105
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Fig. 4. (a) Network of survived Twitter Entities in Query Suggestion Sets – Egypt. (b) Network of survived Twitter Entities in Query Suggestion Sets – Syria.
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4.2. Evaluation of results against major search services

In this section we evaluate the query suggestions provided by
our approach. Moreover, we compare the query recommendations
with respect to the recommendations of Google News,6 Yahoo!
News,7 Bing,8 as well as from Reuters portal9 for the two cases
(seeds: “egypt”, “syria”). We should note here that our intention is
not only to evaluate the accuracy of the provided suggestions, but
also to investigate how quickly the suggestions reflect their trends
on a daily-basis. Our query suggestion set consists of user-generated
content (#hashtags), main influencers and web content, which is
disseminated and semantically annotated, in the Twittersphere
(Twitter users, mentions, URIs). The innovation of our method
relies in network analysis of a large ecosystem that involves users,
semantics, and web content and not from query logs. In other
words, suggestions are not driven from past user searches, but
nearly on-the-fly and directly from the Twitter API. According to
our knowledge, Google's predicting algorithm used for query
suggestion displays search queries based on other users’ search
activities and the contents of Web pages indexed by Google.10 In
addition, Google users might also see search queries from their
previous related searches. We suppose that the rest information
services involved for comparison (Yahoo! News, Bing and Reuters)
practically work under the same concepts. Still, we should note at
this point, that if the search service uses a search results based
approach, query suggestion depends mainly on a specific number of
the top-N results for that query. Yet, if the service uses logs, query
suggestion may be provided upon other relevant user query terms,
or even other user personalized behavior-based search pattern.

Prior to starting our evaluation and discussion regarding our
results, we introduce Table 3, which presents the query suggestions
provided by Google, Yahoo!, Bing and Reuters within our testing
period between the 8th and the 15th of January 2014 for the two case
studies. This table is divided in four parts that reflect the results of the
above-mentioned news services with respect to the tested seed
terms. We can notice that Google and Yahoo! provided 10 suggestions
per seed, while Bing and Reuters 9 and 4, respectively. In the first
column of each part we have the ranking position of the suggestion.
For example, this means that “constitution” was ranked as the third
suggested term (seed: egypt) from Google, and “protests” as the fifth
suggested term (seed: syria) from Yahoo!, respectively. In addition,
blue highlighted terms followed by an asterisk, denote terms which
their rank interchanged during the testing period. For example, in
Bing results and for the seed “egypt”, terms “map” and “fact” firstly
appeared as the 6th and the 8th result, respectively, but later on their
ranking positions was switched. Finally, green highlighted terms
followed by “þ”, denote new terms that appeared on the position
of an already suggested one. This means that in such cases, suggested
terms are updated and the list is refreshed. For the period of our tests,
such refresh activity appeared mainly from Reuters and less for Bing.
For example, “iran revolution” was the fourth suggested term from
Reuters with respect to the seed “egypt” for January 8 and January 9.
Then, the next day (January 10th), it was replaced in the same ranking
position by the term “qatar”, then by the term “egyptian” (January 11)
and then by the term “constitution” for the rest days (January 14–15).
Similarly for the seed “syria”, new suggestions over “the snipers of”
appeared on the fourth ranking position during January 12, 13 and 14
with the two-term suggestions “latest news”, “Syrian war” and “gas
attacks”, respectively. The only refresh activity from the other three
search engines appeared for Bing, where the term “newspaper” was
replaced by the term “snow” on January 14th.

Evaluation results with respect to these cases and our method are
depicted in Table 4, where we can see on the left the initial query
terms (seeds), followed by suggested entities in two levels that
correspond to entity(x) and entity(y). These levels resemble to the

Table 3
Query suggestions provided by Google, Yahoo!, Bing and Reuters in respect to our case studies (January 8–January 15 2014).

6 https://news.google.com/.
7 http://news.yahoo.com/.
8 http://www.bing.com/news/.
9 http://www.reuters.com/.
10 http://support.google.com/websearch/bin/answer.py?

hl=en&answer=106230.
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automatic recommendation provided by several search engines based
on the already submitted user term(s). Finally, according to Eq. (2)
column “TSW weights” corresponds to the weighting values for the
query suggestions “{seed}- _entity(x)” and “{seed}_entity(x)_entity
(y)”. For simplicity reasons, Table 4 holds only the TSW values of the
first two second level entities y that suggests entity x.

4.2.1. Egypt case
Moreover, for the case of Egypt political situation, the entity that

presented the higher TSW during the 13th of January 2014 (equal to
0.220) was the Twitter user @egypt_now111. This Twitter account
disseminates breaking news regarding the unstable political situation
in Egypt, having nearly 170.000 followers and 19.000 tweets. It is
worth noticing that Al Jazeera's Twitter account has less than the half
of followers and tweets (nearly 65.000 and 8.000, respectively). Even
thought there were many other Twitter Entities captured and marked
along with @egypt_now111, there is no second level suggestion since
most of them are written in Arabic. That is why in Fig. 4a there is no
other edge from @egypt_now111 node to the other nodes of the query
suggestion set. The entity with the second most higher TSW (0.214) is
the hashtag “#anticoup”, which obviously comes from combining the
Greek term “anti-” (expressing opposing to or against to something/

someone) and “coup”. This proposal was highly relevant and quite
trendy with respect to the political status within the testing period,
since there were remonstrations in many Egypt cities and villages
condemning coup crimes. This trend was not captured by the other
services as we can see from Table 3. However, the suggestion “protest
(s)” that actually reflects similar actions over the coup in Egypt, was
suggested by Yahoo! and Google in the first and fifth place accord-
ingly. As a second level suggestion related to “#anticoup” is “#morsi”,
having a TSW equal to 0.136. This means that in case we want to find
two-term suggestions (entities in this paper) for our seed, then the
sequence “#anticoup #morsi” is the most frequent among others.

Then, as the third, fourth and fifth recommendationwith respect to
the seed “egypt”, we have the hashtags “#kuwait”, “#saudi” and
“#morsi”which are strongly related with each other, since everyone is
suggested by the other two in a second level. For instance, “#saudi”
and “#morsi” suggest “#kuwait”, “#kuwait” and “#morsi” suggest
“#saudi”, as well as “#saudi” and “#kuwait” suggest “#morsi”
according to a descending weighting order. This is also highlighted
in Fig. 4a where we can notice that the corresponding entity nodes are
networked one-by-one. This strong network relation between these
three entities is justified, since during the period of our experiments
the trial of ex-president of Egypt (Morsi) was supposed to take place at
January 8 (eventually it was postponed). In addition, a day prior to this
trial there was a political declaration in favor of the new Egyptian
government and against Morsi's believers by Saudi Arabia, the United
Arab Emirates, and Kuwait. This was also noticed with the “#uae” as
the sixth first level suggestion, where even though the TSW values
were lower, yet “#uae” was suggested by “#kuwait” and “#saudi” in a
second level. The whole network that shows the relations and the
respective TSWs in the query suggestion set of seed “egypt” case, as
well as the proposed query suggestions, are shown in Fig. 4a and
Table 4a, respectively.

4.2.2. Syria case
Results with respect to “syria” as a seed term, revealed strong

relations between entities “#freethe7”, “#iran”, “#iraq”, and “#egypt”.
Similarly with the above explanation, the top-3 suggestions included
“#freethe7”, “#iran”, “#iraq” with TSW values 0.277, 0.22 and 0.207,
respectively. As far as the top two-term suggestions with respect to the
seed, these were “syria_#freethe7_#iran”, “syria_#freethe7_#un”with
TSW values equal to 0.147 and 0.139, respectively, followed by
“syria_#iran_#freethe7” and “syria_#iran_#un” with TSW values
0.126, 0.121, respectively. The trending behavior of these entities is
justified not only due to the political positions and status between
those countries over the last years, but also because a couple of days
before capturing these trends, UN experts urged Iraq to establish once
again the fate and whereabouts of the seven residents of Camp Ashraf,
who were allegedly abducted on September of 2013 after an attack in
which more than 50 persons were killed. The network that shows all
relations and their respective weights between proposed entities in
this case, as well as the query suggestions, is shown in Fig. 4b and
Table 4b, respectively.

4.2.3. Comparison with other services
Now seeing the query suggestions provided by the other search

services (see Table 3), it surely worth discussing the performance of
Google, Yahoo!, Bing and Reuters in terms of query suggestion
freshness (how often these services update their suggestions after a
query). Google News surprised us negatively since its query sugges-
tions were identical and static for all evaluation period (from January
8, 2014 up to January 15, 2014). Yahoo! News had also static
suggestions with respect to the tested terms. There were only some
re-rankings for the first two proposed suggestions in the case of Egypt,
but no new entries. On the other hand, Bing presented more freshness
activity mostly as far the re-ranking of its suggestions. In addition,

Table 4
Query suggestions according to Twitter Semantic Weighting (January 13, 2014) –

(a) Egypt, (b) Syria.

Seed 1st level suggestion 2nd level suggestion TSW weights
Entity(x) Entity(y)

(a) Egypt
@egypt_now111 0.220
#anticoup 0.214

#morsi 0.136
#kuwait 0.154

#saudi 0.117
#morsi 0.108

#saudi 0.151
#kuwait 0.115
#morsi 0.106

#morsi 0.135
#saudi 0.097
#kuwait 0.097

#uae 0.085
#kuwait 0.063
#saudi 0.062

#sta 0.042
#kuwait 0.033
#saudi 0.033
#morsi 0.033

(b) Syria
#freethe7 0.277

#iran 0.147
#un 0.139

#iran 0.220
#freethe7 0.126
#un 0.121

#iraq 0.207
#iran 0.105
#freethe7 0.105

@Free_Media_Hub 0.112
#assad 0.046

#egypt 0.060
#freethe7 0.029
#iraq 0.026
#iran 0.026

#assad 0.053
@Free_Media_Hub 0.026
#isis 0.023

#un 0.048
#freethe7 0.032
#iraq 0.025
#iran 0.024

#isis 0.024
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nearly the end of our evaluation period (January 14), Bing replaced the
suggested term “newspaper” with the term “snow” in the second
position (seed “egypt”). However, this replacement was quite outdated
since it was related with a snowfall in Northern Egypt territories, but
nearly more than a month ago (in mid-December of 2013).

Among all, Reuters provided the most dynamic results in terms of
freshness and position re-ranking. Despite the fact that Reuters returns
fewer suggestions, these are updated quite often. From Table 3 we
notice that within an eight-day period and for the cases of Egypt and
Syria, the last suggestions were replaced by newer ones at least three
times (10th, 11th, 14th and 12th, 13th, 14th of January, respectively).
According to our research in query suggestion for web news services,
this is the second timewhere Reuters receives the best comments with
respect to trendy proposed suggestions near a user's query (see the
evaluation described in [2]). Finally, in an attempt to directly compare if
our approach “captures” the new replacements made by Reuters, we
checked whether these suggestions appeared in our records. So, as it
can be seen in Appendix, the entities “#qatar”, “#egyconstitution”
(obviously concatenation of egypt and constitution), as well as the
entity “#gasattacks” appeared among the top-30% and top-20% sur-
vived entities with respect to the cases of Egypt and Syria.

5. Evaluation – discussion

The overall evaluation of our proposed methodology is two-
fold. At first, we describe a generic evaluation, which involves
subjective user ratings for results obtained from our approach and
from Google Hot Trends. Then we provide comparative evaluations
with respect to two similar baseline methods of the literature,
namely a cluster labeling and a microblog retrieval task, over
traditional information retrieval metrics.

5.1. Evaluation against user ratings

In order to evaluate whether query suggestions returned from our
method satisfy the user's information needs we engaged 17 post-
graduate students from an MBA course class at National Technical
University of Athens. Their task was to subjectively rate the suggested

queries against the Google Hot Trends service.11 Each student was
asked to select 3 different events from Google Hot Trends for a
specific testing period. Furthermore, each individual had to explicitly
rate the suggested entities as these were derived by our query
suggestion method, against their selected events as appear in Google
Hot Trends. Google Hot Trends displays several top fastest rising
searches (and search-terms) by day in the U.S.A. The rating performed
upon a five-point Likert scale (see Table 5).

For simplicity reasons and without any loss of generality students
were asked to rate only hashtags as extended entities (terms) and
considered only the survivability factor (as described in Section 3.1).
After processing the one-week results we ended up with 87 unique
related terms (as these were provided by Google Hot Trends) in 31
distinct events (20 out of the 51 events were identical). The average
amount of suggested terms per tested event was 2.81, which
practically means that nearly 3 terms in average suggest the basic
term that describes a specific event. The inter-annotator agreement
was the Fleiss’ kappa statistical measure for assessing the reliability
of agreement between a fixed number of raters. In our evaluation we
had 17 individuals (raters) for assigning 87 unique related terms
(subjects) to a total of 31 distinct events. Value of kappa statistical
measure was measured at nearly 0.37, which is an almost fair
agreement according to the literature [6]. At Fig. 5, we can see some
points that indicate the average evaluator rating for suggested
entities, as derived from our proposal. In addition, Table 6 sum-
marizes all mean rate values with respect to the survival rate, as well
as other parameters taken into consideration for this evaluation.

It is worth noticing that the larger the survival rate (φ) is, the higher
the mean subjective rate appears in the five-point Likert scale. This
proves that in this way the query suggestion set formed, consists of
more trendy entities related to each other. More specifically, we noticed
that entities belonged in query suggestion sets that had survivability
rate above 0.7, were subjectively evaluated as more relevant, thus
presenting nearly one-point higher level in the Likert scale. This
practically proves that through subsequent samplings in Twitter, the
most viral entities are trendier in comparison to a related query term
resides in Google's log. This was somehow expected, since we
performed short-term trend analysis rather than long-term log analy-
sis, yet it is an indicative assumption that our query suggestion method
is in the right direction. We can also notice that the majority of
subjective rates in average values (more than 60%) were close or
slightly higher in the third level (point 3) in the Likert scale, thus
indicating a “nearly same suggestion” in comparison to the compared
Google search service.

5.2. Evaluation against a cluster labeling and a microblog retrieval
task

Towards a more comprehensive evaluation, we compared our
approach with respect to two similar baseline approaches, namely
a cluster labeling and a microblog retrieval task.

5.2.1. Comparative evaluation against a cluster labeling task
During the first comparison approach we consider as baseline the

evaluations taken into consideration in the work described in [7].

Table 5
The five-point Likert scale used for user ratings.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly disagree Disagree Neither agree nor disagree Agree Strongly agree
(Totally irrelevant suggestion) (Not so good suggestion) (Nearly same suggestion) (Potentially better) (Surely better)

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

φ(i)

rates(mean)

Fig. 5. Rates (in mean values) vs. proposed Twitter Entities from Query Suggestion sets.

11 http://www.google.com/trends/hottrends.
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In this work, the authors propose methods to aggregate related
microblogging messages into clusters and automatically assign them
semantically meaningful labels. They use hot queries of diverse topics
selected from Google Hot Trends, where each query is considered to
be a trending topic, while they consider the top-five query sugges-
tions from Google as subtopics of this topic. In order to be able to
compare our approach on a common basis, we considered the
suggested TEs for us to form a cluster similar to the ones in [7]. This
actually means that the generation of relevant labels around a topic/
subtopic is considered similar to selecting appropriate terms in the
Query Suggestion Set of our method. So, for collecting the pool of our
data, we systematically crawled the hot queries published by Google
Hot Trends between May 9 and June 9 of 2014, having in mind 20 hot
queries from miscellaneous fields of interest, for which Google
provided some relevant/similar queries. Each selected hot query
was considered as a different topic. Then, for each topic we further
crawled the top-three query suggestions, thus forming totally 60
separate subtopics. The returned suggestions formed a cluster, while
subtopics were considered associated with the cluster label. For each
subtopic (query suggestion), we harvested exactly the last 200 tweets
from Twitter. As a result we collected an amount of nearly 12.000
tweets with all of their TEs.

The next step included comparison of our clusters with the clusters
formed by the 3 methods mentioned in [7], namely the WordNet_-
Method (WNT), the Wiki_Method (WK) and the SemKnow_Method
(SMK). We used the harmonic mean of precision and recall (F1-score)
and Accuracy metrics to evaluate the performance of the compared
methods. Table 7 depicts the values of these metrics for all three
methods, as well as ours. Since the clusters in our method dynamically
change every 3 h (time interval between subsequent primary periods),
the respective values in the last row of Table 7 correspond to their
average values across all testing period. We noticed that all approaches
improve the classical BOW model, both in terms of F1-score and
accuracy. Still, the best improvement appeared for our method and it is

13.6% better with respect to the BOWmodel and 6.5% better compared
(wrt absolute F1-score values) to the second best method (SMK). In
terms of Accuracy, our method presented a 16.8% and 9.8% (wrt
absolute accuracy values) improvement having BOW and SMK as
baselines, respectively. Similarly to the work described in [7] we
noticed that SMK, WK and WNT increase (in that particular order)
the level of the used metrics.

Now, in order to enhance the aforementioned evaluation, we
considered the suggested top-5 TEs generated by our weighting factor
Eq. (2) to be the best labels per subtopic for our method. This allowed
us to directly compare our method with WNT, WK and SMK, treating
the cluster-labeling task as a problem that ranks all concepts from
Wikipedia and the best matched label for a cluster of microblogging
messages. As ground truth for cluster labeling, we considered the
subtopics used for crawling microblogging messages. Table 8 sum-
marizes the results based on the normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain up to the fifth position of the ranked results (nDCG5). Similarly to
the previous described clustering evaluation, values in the last row of
Table 8 (our method), correspond to averaged values across all testing
period. As we can see, our method presents the best normalized
Discounted Cumulative Gain value in comparison with the other
baselines. We strongly believe that this is due to the fact that our
method provide quite up-to-date and “fresh” query suggestion in terms
of TE (Hashtags, User mentions, URIs) that derive directly from users’
intelligence and their capability to describe content.

5.2.2. Comparative evaluation against a microblog retrieval task
A second evaluation procedure was followed against two other

baselines described within [14], where authors present a model for
retrieving microblog posts enhanced with textual and microblog
quality indicators, as well as with a dynamic query expansion model.
In particular, we wanted to test the ability of our query suggestion
mechanism in terms of viral terms recommendation given a trending
topic. So, for the same period utilized in our previous evaluation (May
9, 2014–June 9, 2014), we selected some trending topics as proposed
by Twitter, thus forming 20 different queries. Working similarly to
[14], we harvested all tweets that have been posted between the very
last day the topic was announced as trending and three days before
that day, ending up with nearly 28.400 tweets. We then followed a
simple procedure that required retrieval experiments with respect to
the top-5 results for all trending topics that fall within the three-day
timewindow.We should note here that if a topic presented a trending
behavior for more than one day (and there were many such cases!),
the experimentation run only for the first three-day timewindow, just
before the day the topic appeared in Twitter Trends for the first time.

Table 6
Evaluation metrics against user ratings.

ϕ(i) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Rates (mean values) 2.72 3.05 2.79 3.12 3.55 3.61 4.21 4.34 4.41 4.48
# of individuals (raters): 17
Unique related terms (subjects): 87
Distinct events: 31
Inter-annotator agreement: Fleiss’ kappa statistical measure k¼0.37

Table 7
Results from methods that integrate the BOW and our method (cluster
labeling task).

Method/metric F1-
score

Deviation over
BOW (7%)

Accuracy Deviation over
BOW (7%)

BOW 0.468 N/A 0.510 N/A
WordNet_Method 0.476 (þ1.735) 0.520 (þ1.919)
Wiki_Method 0.499 (þ6.687) 0.541 (þ6.023)
SemKnow_Method 0.500 (þ6.929) 0.543 (þ6.477)
Our Method 0.532 (þ13.624) 0.596 (þ16.825)

Table 8
Comparing results (ranking problem).

Method/metric nDCC5 Deviation over Kphrase (7%)

Kphrase 0.438 N/A
WordNet_Method 0.448 (þ2.281)
Wiki_Method 0.520 (þ18.761)
Our Method 0.576 (þ31.484)

Table 9
Evaluation metrics for BSþR, RM2 and our method.

Method/metric MAP {Deviation
over BSþR
(7%)}

MRR {Deviation
over BSþR
(7%)}

P@5 {Deviation
over BSþR
(7%)}

BSþR 0.362 {N/A} 0.723 {N/A} 0.468 {N/A}
RM2 0.394 {þ8.831} 0.615 {�14.938} 0.493 {þ5.341}
Our Method 0.477 {þ31.768} 0.923 {þ27.663} 0.897 {þ91.667}
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Results were judged as relevant or not. The inter-annotator agreement
was once more the Fleiss’ kappa statistical measure for assessing the
reliability of agreement between the raters, who in this case were 4.
The value of kappa statistical measure was measured at the level of
0.74, while the evaluation metrics used were the Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR), the Mean Average Precision (MAP), and the Precision at
the fifth position (P@5). The baseline was a Boolean search method,
strongly biased towards newer results. That means that newer tweets
were ranked in higher position. This baseline is called “Boolean search
with recency features” (BSþR). Joint to this method, a classical
relevance model (RM2) was also employed [11].

Table 9 depicts the metric values we considered for evaluation
purposes, as well as the deviation over the baseline. We observe that
RM2 improves the Mean Average Precision as well as the Precision at
the fifth position by nearly 8.8% and 5.3%, respectively. For the same
method, the Mean Reciprocal Rank was measured in nearly 15% lower
level values with respect to BSþR. Now as far as our method is
concerned, it performed significantly better than the rest, considering
all the above metrics; the Mean Reciprocal Rank was improved by
27.7% and nearly 50% (in terms of absolute MRR values) compared to
the baseline and RM2, respectively. Similar improvements were
achieved for the Mean Average Precision values at the levels of 31.8%
and nearly 21% (in terms of absolute MAP values), respectively.
However, the most impressive improvement was measured for the
P@5 metric. Our approach returned more than 91% higher precision
level in comparison to BSþR (reaching the value of 0.9), while it also
outperformed the traditional RM2method by leveraging the P@5 value
up to nearly 82% (in terms of absolute P@5 values). This actually proves
how significant it is to provide viral suggested terms (in our case TEs)
through a query suggestion method and not only rely on recency
criteria. In addition to that, this kind of evaluation revealed that tokens
with numeric or non-alphabetic characters, which are usually elimi-
nated by traditional information retrieval methods, are of great
importance towards query suggestion in microblog post search.

6. Conclusions – future work

In this paper, we introduced a query suggestionmethod based on a
social network derived by related trendy entities that become viral in
Twitter worldwide. The innovation in this work stands in the fact that
we use the users’ intelligence and capability to describe information
(e.g., through the hashtags), as well as the power that social media
have to validate it, enhance it, or modify it in real-time. In comparison
to other query suggestion methods, the added value of our proposal is
two-fold, since we achieve better freshness and trendiness rates for
our query suggestion set. We witnessed many cases, in which
suggestions proposed by our method were not appeared in the lists
of other known web search services, as well as many cases where the
suggestions of commercial services like Google, Yahoo! and Bing were
actually obsolete and rather outdated. In addition, our suggestions are
based on common appearances of Twitter Entities (e.g., hashtags,
mentions/replies to others users, web content via tinyURLs) in human
annotated content (tweets). Such a content is rapidly disseminated,
while if it is of great interest, it is maintained and reproduced many
times, reused with other Twitter Entities, thus forming a dynamic
network of resilient content capable of creating trends, top news,
thematic categorizations, top-influencers, etc. We demonstrated in
this work how themost viral part of this network can be used in order
to suggest related terms with respect to a user query. Another positive
experience we had, showed us that our suggestions might also protect
users from phishing attacks, malware material and other cybercrimes.
Finally, we ended up with some quite promising evaluations. The first
enrolled human raters and subjective comparisons of suggested
results, with respect to related terms provided by Google for similar
news events. The second evaluation provided us comparative results

that clearly show that our work does not exactly belong solely to
generic query-suggestion research category, since it provides a
broader, semantic-based view on it and most importantly it addition-
ally utilizes the popularity/virality of Twitter Entities in the process.
The high-level TEs that we aim to identify and suggest, are character-
ized as “semantic entities carrying meaningful information”, rather
than “meaningless pieces of information”.

Thus, the main contributions towards the construction of the
proposed methodology can be identified with respect to five
different aspects; each one of them illustrates in an increasing
manner the contribution of our research efforts. More specifically
our proposed approach:

a. is based on a novel methodology, since it introduces the benefits
of viral social content for the query suggestion problem,

b. is based on a solid research foundation, since it was evaluated
against famous search services, user subjective ratings, as well
as against similar baseline approaches and traditional informa-
tion retrieval metrics,

c. successfully incorporates multiple types of information knowl-
edge (e.g., temporal, textual and social content),

d. advances typical query suggestion methodologies by taking
into account the concept of collective intelligence, as well as

e. further exploits the notion of Twitter Entities with respect to
the query analysis research task.

Having a first experience from this work, in the future we aim to
further investigate the benefits of our proposal, as a resource/social
suggestion mechanism. Towards the first goal, we are working on a
service where given a query (seed) the system will recommend you
possible URIs and multimedia content from well-known and
popular social networks, such as ImgUr,12 YouTube13 and others.
With respect to social suggestion, we are working in a similar way
to suggest high-influencers through social sphere (e.g., follow a
user, account), or to provide recommendations for joining a whole
group and/or community. In parallel to the above, we plan to
compare the provided query suggestions with other approaches
that consider time as a virality factor when generating suggestion
terms, along with the recency factor evaluated in this work.

In addition, we intent to further investigate the feasibility of
defining an adaptive mechanism capable of selecting the top-k%
viral Twitter Entities when forming the Query Selection Set, given
how viral a user's query is. Also it will be very interesting to
investigate the impact of this value (k), as a trade-off parameter
between the system's latency (towards fast query provision) and
classical information retrieval metrics (e.g., Mean Average Preci-
sion, etc.). Also, given the fact that query suggestion resembles
with the cluster labeling problem, our work can be used for
enhancing unstructured microblogging messages similarly to the
work of [17] and others that deal with same issues.

Finally, future work includes issues such as an extension
towards the semantification of the query suggestion mechanism.
This practically means, the association of related or synonymous
hashtags for future queries, the hierarchical expression of types
and relationships between suggested terms, as well as the invol-
vement of well-known semantic vocabularies (e.g., FOAF protocol,
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI), etc.).

Appendix

See Tables A1 and A2.

12 http://imgur.com/.
13 http://www.youtube.com/.
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Table A1
Viral Twitter Entities with top-30% survival rates for January 13, 2014 – seed: “egypt”.

Table A2
Viral Twitter Entities with top-20% survival rates for January 13, 2014 – seed: “syria”.
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